A retrospective comparison study of the infra-mammary approach to the standard mastectomy scar in the 2nd stage of tissue expander to implant breast reconstruction.
Staged expander-to-implant breast reconstruction is plagued by a high prevalence of complications. We have employed an alternative approach of using the infra-mammary crease (IMF) for expander-to-implant exchange. The IMF approach was thought to utilize healthier tissues, which are believed to be less affected by the process of tissue expansion, and reside distant from the field of the radiotherapy boost. A retrospective chart review was performed on all patients undergoing a staged implant-based breast reconstruction from 2009 to 2014. Patients were divided into those that received an IMF vs. a mastectomy scar (MS) approach in the second stage of expander-to-implant exchange. Patient characteristics and postoperative complications were extracted. A total of 75 patients undergoing 96-staged reconstructions were included (70 cases MS vs. 26 cases IMF). Patient demographics and implant characteristics were similar between groups. There were no significant differences in overall complications between the groups (11.4% MS vs. 7.7% IMF, P=0.72). All cases of implant exposure occurred in the MS group and had a history of radiation. However, there was no statistical difference in implant exposure between groups (4.3% MS vs. 0% IMF, P=0.56) or in the irradiated patients subgroup (20% MS vs. 0% IMF, P=0.25). In conclusion, the IMF approach for the second stage of expander-to-implant exchange is an alternative technique with a similar prevalence of complications as the traditional mastectomy scar approach. This technique may prove useful in reducing postoperative incisional dehiscence and implant exposure, especially in the context of radiotherapy.